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Ninety-five oriented samples were obtained from nine Recent

Cascade lava flows in Oregon. Directions and intensities of remanent

magnetization were measured on a spinner magnetometer which meas-

ures directions of magnetization to within 1. 20 s. d. Angle measure-

ments were plotted graphically using an equal area projection. Mean

directions and statistics were calculated by digital computer. Samples

were demagnetized in alternating magnetic fields while being rotated in

a two axis tumbling device.

All flow means, except one, calculated from the original magneti-

zation vectors are distinct from the present geomagnetic field direction.

A correspondence is found between scatter observed in a flow and the

type of outcrop sampled (whether natural or man-made). This is

believed to be a consequence of excessive blockiness and aa charac-

teristics of the lavas.

Results of demagnetizatibn tests indicate low secondary
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magnetizations. Stability is indicated by lack of anisotropy, lack of

isothermal and chemical remanent magnetizations, low viscous mag-

netization, and divergence of flow means from the present field direc-

tion.

Flow mean directions for five dated flows are used to trace the

secular variation of the paleomagnetic field back to 3000 B. P. This

secular variation curve agrees with data taken in southwestern United

States for the same period of time.

It has generally been found that Recent mean pole positions are

coincident with the geographical pole within the limits of error of the

data. This study yielded a mean direction distinct from an axial di-

pole direction. However, the age span is limited as eight of the nine

flows have ages between 300 and 3850 years.
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A PALEOMAGNETIC STUDY OF RECENT
CASCADE LAVAS

INTRODUCTION

In this study the directions and intensities of remanent magnet-

ization for nine Recent lava flows were determined. These measure-

ments, together with the ages of the flows, are used to analyze van-

ations of the recent paleornagnetic field.

The remanent magnetization for all nine flows was found to pos-

sess few secondary components upon demagnetization in alternating

fields. A secular variation curve of geomagnetic field changes as

indicated by flow means of the dated flows agrees with data from

southwestern United States.

The field area is located in the Three Sisters area of the Oregon

Cascades (Figure 1). The immediate area of the flows is bounded by

Highways 20, 22, 126, and 242. Williams (1957) published a geologic

reconnaissance map of the area. Taylor (1967) extensively surveyed

the individual lava flows and determined their eruptive history. The

geologic terminology used in this paper is based on Taylor's usage.



Figure 1. Sketch map of field area showing flow boundaries and sam-

ple locations. o, sample location.



GEOLOGY

Geologic Setting

Recent cinder cones and basaltic lavas occupy an area of over

85 square miles between Three Fingered Jack and North Sister on the

crest of the Oregon Cascade Range. The most extensive unit is the

shield volcano produced by flows from Belknap Crater, Little Belknap

volcano, and South Belknap Cone (Figure 1). These flows were erupt-

ed as pahoehoe flows but the steep slopes caused the hardened crust

to be broken, upended, and piled to form a chaotic surface.

Yapoah Crater and Collier Cone lie on the north flank of North

Sister. These are cinder cones which produced aa. type lavas.

The Sand Mountain Lava Field lies in the northwest corner of

the study area near the Santiam Junction of Highways ZO and ZZ. It

can be divided into four groups; Little Nash Crater and Lost Lake

Group on the north, Nash Crater and Central Group, Sand Mountain

cones, and the South Group (Taylor, 1965). Flows investigated here

were Little Nash Crater flow, Fish Lake flows, and Clear Lake flow.

Taylor (1967) described the lavas as ?uniformly monotonous,

black, glassy, vesicular basalt containing scattered phenocrysts of

plagioclase arid olivine. He used phenocrysts for petrographic clas-

sifica'tion instead of the groundmass because the groundmass was

found to possess large variations even within individual flows due to
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different cooling conditions. The nine flows studied paleomagnetically

are described by Taylor as follows:

Units Phenocrysts
Amount Size

Little Nash Crater Flow <5% <2 mm
Fish Lake Flow

West Belknap Flow <5% <2 mm

Clear Lake Flow

Yapoah Flow
Collier Flow
South Belknap Cone Flow
South Belknap Flow
Little Belknap Flow

>5% <2mm

>5% >2mm

Feldspars

Olivine greatly pre-
dominant.

Both plagioclase and
olivine common.

Plagioclase predom-
ma nt.

Plagioclase greatly
predominant.

> 5% Up to Plagioclase and
10 mm olivine.

The flows are almost completely unweathered and most appear

essentially the same as they did soon after eruption. The outer sur-

face down to several feet is a loose rubble of rocks from fist size up

to boulder size. Solid portions of the flows are buried beneath this

rubble and are accessible only in such places as road cuts, lava

tubes, lava gutters, and man-made quarries.

Flow Chronology

The ages of four of the flows investigated have been found by

radiocarbon dating. Two dates for Clear Lake flow (Benson, 1965)

were obtained from wood from a submerged tree in Clear Lake. The

other five dates listed were obtained from carefully chosen samples

that were formed from wood by hot lavas or cinders (Taylor, 1967).



Unit

West Belknap Flow .

South Belknap Cone Flow.

Little Belknap Flow.

Clear Lake Flow .....

Ages in Years B.P.
1400± 100 (W.S.U.-270)
1590± 160 (W.S.U. -292)

1775 ± 400 (W.S.U. -450)

2883± 175 (W.S.U.-364)

2705 ± 200 (Benson, 1965)
3200 ± 220 (Benson, 1965)
2990± 380 (W.S.U.-449)

In addition, Yapoah flow overlies Little Belknap flow and is

overlain by cinders from the adjacent Four-in--One cones (Figure 1).

Thus its age lies between 2883 ± 175 and 2550 ± 165 years B.P., the

age of cinders from Four-in--One (Taylor, 1967).

Taylor (1967) gives the following age limits for the remaining

four flows investigated here for their paleomagnetic properties.

Unit

Little Nash Crater Flow
Collier Flow
South Belknap Flow
Fish Lake Flow

Ages in Years B.P.
IVIaxmlurn IVlinim inn

1950 ± 165 300-400
2550 ± 165 300-400
10-12, 000 2883± 175
3850 ± 215 300-400

5



EXPERIMENTAL PROC EDURFAS

Field Procedure

Paleomagnetic samples in the form of cylindrical cores were

drilled with a portable diamond core drill powered bya two cycle gas-

oline motor. The flow features that were sampled include lava tubes,

lava gutters, roadcuts, and quarries. Most sites were chosen fairly

near access roads to avoid difficulties in transporting core drill,

tools, and water.

The geographical orientation of the cores was determined with

a hollow copper tube with an attached leveling platform. The tube has

close tolerances on both inside and outside diameters for a good fit in

the space between the drilled core and the edges of the hole. After

inserting the tube over the unbroken core, a narrow slit is aligned

along the uppermost edge of the core by leveling the top platform with

a Brunton compass. Then a brass wire is inserted in the slit to mark

the uppermost edge of the core. The dip of the core axis is read from

a scale inscribed on the side of the orienting device and the azimuth

of the core is determined with the Brunton compass. After removing

the core, a permanent line is scribed along the brass line.

A correction was made for local anomalies and for the effect of

the outcrop on the compass reading in orientation. The azimuth of a

known distant landmark is measured with the Brunton compass placed
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on the horizontal surface of the orienting device. This reading, when

compared with the true azimuth of the peak as determined from the

topographic maps of the area, gives the effect of any local anomalies.

At several sites where distant landmarks could not be identified on

topographic maps, only the outcrop effect on the compass reading was

determined. With the Brunton compass on the orienting device, the

azimuth of a distant object was read. Then a second azimuth of the

same object was read at a distance from the outcrop of some tens of

feet. The magnetic corrections varied from zero to 180, with the

average correction being about 30,

The cores were drilled at an average distance of seven feet

from the top of the flows. This way the outer portions of loose or

disturbed material were avoided, The maximum separation between

sample sites was approximately one-half mile, The average distance

between samples at each sampling site was about ZO feet. Continuous

outcrops tens of feet long were sought and smaller features such as

boulders were avoided.

Laboratory Procedures

Each core was cut into one to four samples of length . 84 inches

with a diamond saw. Directions and intensities of remanent magnet-

ization were measured on a spinner magnetometer. A block dia-

gram of the apparatus is shown in Figure Zb. An eighteen inch long



teflon shaft is rotated at 40 cps by an air motor. The sample is en-

closed in a cubical lucite box and inserted into a square indentation in

the end of the shaft. A magnetized needle segment imbedded in the

other end of the shaft induces a reference signal in a small coil fast-

ened to a circular brass ring. The ring is inscribed from 00 to 3600

with a vernier for reading tenths of degrees.

Two signals of the same frequency are induced in the specimen

pickup coil and the reference coil (Figure Zb). The mechanical phase

shifter is adjusted such that the specimen signal and reference signal

are exactly 180° out of phase. This gives a minimum reading on the

voltmeter and the dial gives the direction of the component of the spec-

imen moment normal to the axis of the shaft. The amplitude of the

reference signal is attenuated to match that of the sample signal, and

since the two are 180° out of phase, this again is indicated by a mini-

mum reading on the voltmeter. The final null position is obtained by

alternately adjusting the phase and attenuator dials.

The magnetometer was calibrated with an artificial sample of

known orientation consisting of a magnetized needle segment centered

in a teflon cylinder of sample size. All subsequent measurements are

determined relative to this known orientation.

The accuracy of measurement was determined by repeat meas-

urements on a sample of intensity 8.36 x l0 emu/cc. The precision

of angle measurement was 1.20 s.d.



Variable Motor Driven

Transformer Powerstat C

Figure Za. Schematic diagram of power supply for energizing
coils in demagnetization unit.

Reference
Specimen Magnet

II ( jAirMotor
I

Specimen I
I

Reference I Reference Attenuator
Coil [ Coil

I Phase

"InPlifi.r
I

I Shifter

Amplifier J AC
Filter 1 Voltmeter

Figure 2b. Block diagram of spinner-type magnetometer.
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Measurement Procedure

The specimens are oriented with a right banded orthogonal axis

system. The z axis is along the cylinder axis, the y axis is along

the specimen diameter 90° to the right of the orientation scribe line,

and the xaxis is on the diameter normal to y and toward the scribe

line.

steps:

Complete measurement of a specimen consists of the, following

1. The specimen is placed in the holder in the end of the shaft

and spun.

Z. The phase shifter and attenuator dials are alternately ad-

justed to get a minimum reading on the output voltmeter

and are then read and recorded.

3. The sample is reversed in the end of the shaft and step two

repeated.

4. The entire process is repeated for two measurements

around each of the x, y, and z axes.

Using two measurements about each axis and using their aver-

age reduces possible errors due to anisotropy or inhomogeneity,

gives a check on instrument performance, and corrects for systema-

tic errors in phase angle measurement (Doell and Cox, 1965)..

These measurements yield three pairs of magnetic moment
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values (M, M, M) and three pairs of angles (4, 4, 4).

The total magnetic moment is calculated from

MZ+MZ+MZ I
X 2y z12

Each spin gives only the component of the total magnetization vector

normal to the spin axis. Thus any two directions of spin define two

planes whose intersection gives the direction of magnetization. Using

an equal area net, the planes defined by 4, 4, and 4 are drawn

as great circles. Their intersection points do not usually coincide

but form a small error triangle. A point inside this triangle, usually

the center, is used as the best estimate of the direction of magnetiza-

tion. Declination and inclination of the magnetization vector with re-

spect to the original orientation of the specimen and to geographical

coordinates are then measured on the net.

Demagnetization Procedure

The specimen is tumbled within an alternating magnetic field by

a tumbling mechanism which rotates about two perpendicular axes

with different angular velocities. The alternating magnetic field is

produced by Helmholtz coils of diameter 6. 5 inches and wound

with 1200 turns of #22 AWG copper wire. The tumbler is situated at

the center of these Helmholtz coils and also at the center of two
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orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz coils of diameters 13. 711 and 8.95"

which are used to null the vertical and horizontal components of the

earth's field at the center of theapparatus. The a-c coils produce a

peak field of 210 oe. with a current of 7.5 amperes.

A synchronous motor lowers the powerstat voltage from maxi-

mum to minimum in slightly over seven minutes (Figure Za). The

capacitor C1 and the a-c coils are tuned to 60 cps. Capacitor C2

and inductance L1 are series resonant at 120 cps to filter out even

harmonics (As and Zijderveld, 1958). The alternating field is fixed

in direction along the axis of the demagnetizing coils. The tumbler

brings all directions in the rock successively into this field causing

the specimen to perform a Lissajous figure. McElhinney (1966) has

plotted Lissajous figures for different tumbling ratios on stereonets

and has determined an angle 0 which is the "smallest angle within

which extreme directions never approach the applied field." He con-

cludes that a ratio of 11-16 is best considering all objectives. This

ratio has been used here. Aftera cyc1eof 11 revolutions the sample

is back to its starting position. During the cycle all directions receive

at least 99. 6% of the applied field. Sixty-five cycles are completed

in 7.25 minutes of running time.

The tumbling mechanism is constructed of non-metallic mater-

ials and was designed to hold the cubical specimen holder used with

the spinner magnetometer. The specimen is placed in the tumbler in
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a prescribed orientation of the axes with respect to the axes of the

tumbler and a-c coils. The primary rotation axis is rotated by means

of a small induction air motor and stepdown gears at a speed of about

100 rpm. The second axis rotates at 11/16 that of the first.
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MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

Original Magnetization

Mean directions were calculated for all flows and their accur-

acies obtained using Fisher statistics (Fisher, 1953). At the 95%

confidence level the probability of finding the true mean in a circle of

radius a95 about the calculated mean is 95%. This circle is denoted

as the circle of confidence.

Radii of circles of confidence at the 95% confidence level for

original magnetization varied from 3.20 for South Belknap Cone flow

to 12.10 for Little Nash flow (Table 1). Original magnetization direc-

tions are shown in Figures 3 to 5. Flow mean directions are plotted

in Figure 6 along with circles of confidence. Flow means were cal-

culated giving unit weight to each separately oriented core whatever

the number of samples cut and measured. The average directions

were used for multiple samples taken from each of 17 cores. How-

ever, variations within cores were small. All flow means except one

from the original magnetization vectors are distinct from the present

geomagnetic field direction. The circle of confidence about the flow

mean for Yapoah flow contains the present field direction.
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NORTH NOWH

SOUTH SOUTH

Figure 3. Stereographic projections of initial magntic directions
and directions after demagnetization. Symbols: o, lower
hemisphere directions, x, Flow mean directions.



SOUTH SOUTH

Figure 4. Stereographic projections of initial magnetic direc-
tions and directions after demagnetization. Sym-
bols same as in Figure 3.
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SOUTH SOUTH

Figure 5, Stereographic projections of initial magnetic direc-
tions and directions after demagnetization. Symbols
same as in Figure 3.



SOUTH SOUTH

Figure 6. Flow mean directions and circles of confidence for original magnetization
and directions after demagnetization for all flows. Symbols: . , flow mean
direction, x, present geomagnetic field direction, +, axial dipole direction. -

0)
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Most of the flows studied are blocky and show aa characteris-

tics. These properties seem to cause a significant amount of scatter

between cores. This scatter is larger than scatter due to experiment-

al errors in Orientation and measurement.

Observed differences in scatter between flows were believed to

be due mainly to differences in sampling sites for each flow. In West

Belknap flow, for instance, where most of the samples were collected

from a large quarry, scatter was small (Figure 4). Most of the sam-

pling sites in the quarry had had all the loose flow crustal material

graded off down to the dense, solid portion of the flow. This would

virtually eliminate scatter from rotations of flow materials after

cooling below the Curie temperature such as that observed by James

(1966).

In Little Nash Crater flow, eight out of 13 cores were drilled

from natural outcrops such as lava gutters, and the scatter was

greater than for any other flow (Alpha-95 of 1Z. 1°). In Clear Lake

flow (Alpha-95 of 9. 8°), six out of 14 cores were drilled from natural

outcrops and the rest in roadcuts. Yapoah flow (Alpha-95 of 9. 2°)

had ten cores out of 14 drilled from natural outcrops. Fish Lake flow

(Alpha-95 of 6.7°) had only four cores out of 12 drilled from natural

outcrops.

This correspondence between number of cores drilled from nat-

ural outcrops and scatter indicates that the surface characteristics of



the flows involved probably contribute much of the scatter observed.

The main cause of scatter from this source is probably post-cooling

rotations..

Irving (1964) states that cores obtained from natural outcrops

often show large scatter due to surface effects such as weathering,

lightning, and stress effects due to thermal cycling. These effects

seem to be small due to the young age of the lavas.

Remanent Magnetization After Demagnetization

An average of 75% of the samples for each flow were demagnet-

ized at peak fields of 150 and ZOO oersteds to determine if the angular

scatter could be decreased from the original magnetization values by

removal of soft components. Figures 7 to 13 show effects of demag-

netization on intensities and directions of remanent magnetization.

The changes in directions did not appear to be systematic as shown by

the small changes in flow means on demagnetization (Table 1).

Circles of confidence for six flows increased in size on demag-

netization and three decreased. The increase in scatter is probably

due mainly to an anhysteretic magnetization added by the demagnetiz-

ing unit (Doell and Cox, n. d. ; Patton and Fitch, 196Z). This added

component was minimized by reversing samples in the apparatus and

repeating the experiment on any rock samples that exhibited a very

large change in direction on demagnetization.
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AFTER DEMAGE11ZATION 0

J X IO3emu/cc

STEP OEMAGNETIZA11ON OF
Ut 9*

Figure 7. Summary diagram showing changes in directions and
intensities of remanent magnetization on demagnetization.
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Figure 8. Summary diagram showing changes in directions and inten-
sities of remanent magnetization on demagnetization.
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J X IO3emu/cc
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Figure 9, Summary diagram showing changes in directions and inten-
sities of remanent magnetization on demagnetization.
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Figure 10. Summary diagram showing changes in directions and inten-
sities of remanent magnetization on demagnetization.
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Figure 1 1. Summary diagram showing changes in directions and inten-
sities of remanent magnetization on demagnetization.
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Figure 12. Summary diagram showing changes in directions and inten-
sities of remanent magnetization on demagnetization.
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Figure 13. Summary diagram showing changes in directions and inten-
sities of remanent magnetization on demagnetization.



Only nine samples among all the flows indicated removal of soft

components on demagnetization. Three samples decreased markedly

in intensity only, four in direction, and two others changed markedly

both in intensity and direction. These total only nine out of a total of

112 samples. Out of these nine, six did not show unusual deviation

from the flow mean.
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STABILITY AND RELIABILITY

An important problem in all paleomagnetic investigations is

showing that the mean direction in a lava flow actually represents the

direction of the geomagnetic field at the time the flow cooled. Doell

and Cox (1963) have shown that in historic Hawaiian lava flows the

mean direction did correspond to the geomagnetic field direction

known from observatory records. They found that an accuracy of 3_50

was possible with a sampling of five to eight independently oriented

samples from each flow. Minakami (1941) found that the Yoridai-

Sawa flow that erupted July 12, 1940 became magnetized in the direc-

tion of the local geomagnetic field. Chevallier (1925) found that mean

directions for two flows for which the geomagnetic field directions were

known agreed with the observatory data. Nagata (1943) found that for

historic eruptions in Japan the mean directions agreed very closely

with observatory records.

These findings indicate that remanent magnetization of the ther-

moremanent type will occur parallel to the inducing field in the ab-

sence of extraneous factors.

Lack of obvious anisotropy in the flows investigated in the pre-

sent study indicate that the mean directions found can be taken to rep-

resent ancient geomagnetic field directions.
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Anomalous Magnetization

Alternating field demagnetization tests were used to determine

if other types of remanent magnetization were present in the samples

such as isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) and viscous mag-

netization (VRM) in addition to the thermoremanent magnetization

(TRM). A-c demagnetization tests may also indicate if the remanent

magnetization is stable.

The nine samples for which demagnetization tests showed the

removal of a soft component probably possessed a VRM component.

However, this component was not large and seemed to be easily de-

stroyed. No samples showed directions of magnetization inclined

nearly horizontal found in samples possessing IRM due to lightning

(Cox, 1961).

Chemical remanent magnetization (CRM) can not be distin-

guished from TRM on demagnetization so it must be established other-

wise that it is not present. Good grouping between cores drilled from

separate portions of the flows indicates indirectly that chemical alter-

ation is small or absent. Other evidence of lack of CRM was the di-

vergence from the present field direction of the flow means. Corn-

ponents of chemical origin due to very recent weathering would be in

a direction near that of the present geomagnetic field. Divergence

from the present field also indicates low VRM imposed recently by
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the field.

Step Demagnetization

Five samples from five flows that were progressively demag-

netized in peak fields of 200 oersteds exhibit various behavior pat-

terns.. After magnetic cleaning, magnetic vectors had almost ceased

to rotate in only two of the five samples. Four of the five showed

somewhat regular changes in vector rotations but three of the four

changed away from the flow mean. Sample LBZZA showed an irregu-

lar behavior between 50 and ZOO oersteds with successive directions

oscillating. The reason may be that the viscous magnetization to be

removed has a direction quite near that of the TRM, or that magnetic

"noise" in demagnetized components due to a random moment Mr is

present (Irving, 1964). This "noise" would also cause dispersion

among specimens from the same outcrop.

The accuracy of the demagnetization process was checked by

demagnetizing two samples cut adjacent to one another in a core. Two

adjacent samples should behave similarly under step demagnetization

if their initial directions are the same. It was found that of six cores

possessing almost identical sample directions, the changes in direc-

tion were dissimilar for three. The difference in behavior was either

in amount of movement or direction of movement, or both. The dif-

ferences were larger than within-core variations and smaller than
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within-site variations. The differences are attributed to the above

t?noiselT and to additions of anhysteretic magnetization by the demag-

netizing unit.



RESULTS

Confidence Limits
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Alpha-95 confidence limits apply only to the remanent magnet-

ism averaged over the sampled portions of a flow. Due to the pre-

sence of local geomagnetic anomalies when a flow erupts, theoretical-

ly the alpha-95 confidence limits should be increased depending on the

effects of the anomalies. However, it is usually not possible to eval-

uate the anomalies as they existed when the flow erupted. In this

study no attempt was made to evaluate effects of these anomalies.

Little Belknap flow, South Belknap Cone flow, and South Belknap flow

all flowed out over the older Belknap shield volcano. The portion of

Yapoah flow sampled also flowed out over this shield volcano. The

other five flows flowed out over wooded areas and so would have been

subject to smaller anomalies.

Experimental Results for Ancient Field Directions

Ancient geomagnetic field directions were determined from

flow mean directions. Flow mean directions for original magnetization

were used for Little Nash Crater flow, South Belknap Cone flow, South

Belknap flow, Collier flow, Clear Lake flow and Yapoah flow. The

flow mean calculated using directions after demagnetization was used

for West Belknap flow due to the possible removal of a small
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systematic soft component (Figure 10). Two samples from Little

Belknap flow (LBZ1 and LBZ5) and one sample from Fish Lake flow

(FL4Z) were found to possess fairly large secondary components.

Therefore, in the calculation of the flow mean directions for these

two flows, magnetically cleaned directions for these three samples

were used along with original magnetization directions for all other

samples. In these two cases, alpha-95 confidence limits were calcu-

lated with the magnetically cleaned values included.

Selection of the above flow means for determination of ancient

field directions was governed by results of demagnetization experi-

ments in which few secondary components were found in original mag-

netization of samples. Only samples L]3Z1, LBZ5, and FL4Z were

found to possess significant secondary components when subjected to

demagnetization. The absence of secondary components in all other

samples indicates the reliability of their original magnetization direc -

tions.

Only the five dated flows were used for a secular variation curve

since the ags of the other four were not known well enough. These

mean directions are plotted versus years before present in Figure 14

along with their confidence limits at the 95% probability level. Ap-

proximate ranges and periods are found as follows:

Range Period
Declination 20° 1100 years
Inclination 23° 1300 years
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Figure 14. Secular variation curves of inclination and declination
versus years before present for five dated flows. 95%
confidence limits.
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More data in the time interval would define any higher order terms

and thereby alter these values.

The average declination and inclination values in Figure 14 were

calculated using all nine flows investigated.

Comparison With Results From Southwestern United States

On comparison of the secular variation curve found in this study

with values obtained in southwestern United States by Watanabe and

DuBois (1965) for the period 600 A.D. to 1500 A.D., similarities are

quite evident. Declination values from 0 to 800 A. D. in both studies

showed similar variations. Inclination curves are similar from 0 to

800 A.D. Ranges of 20° for inclination and 25° for declination given

by Watanabe and DuBois are near those of 230 and 20° respectively

found in this study.

Values of inclination and declination for 500 A.D. to 1500 A.D.

given by Watanabe and DuBois suggest expected additional character

in the secular vairation curve found in this study for the same period.

Discus sion

Bullard etal. (1950) found that the non-dipole components of the

earths field have drifted westward at an average rate of .180 ± .0150

per year between 1907. 5 and 1945. They state TThere is no evidence

of any movement of the geomagnetic pole since 1880. Therefore it
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might be assumed that the secular variation in inclination and declin-

ation of the order of 102 to years is caused predominantly by

changes in non-dipolar components. Lowes (1955) found that calcula-

tions using a steady westward drift of 2 per year of the non-.dipole.

field would account for a "very appreciable part of the secular varia-

tion.

In order to obtain an estimate of the contribution of westward

drift of the nondipole field on secular variation, declination and in-

clination values for 450 north latitude versus longitude for 1945 have

been plotted using values listed by Vestine, etal. (1947). The result-

ing graph (Figure 15) yields an estimate of ranges for declination and

inclination, assuming that the present westward drift accounts for all

of the secular variation. Ranges found were 47. 50 for declination and

180 for inclination. If a constant drift rate of .180 per year is as-

sumed, inclination and declination vary with periods of about 1000

years.

From the present study and from Watanabe and DuBois's results

it appears that in Western United States the full range of secular var-

iation of declination did not occur for the last 4000 years. A larger

range was found for the above hypothetical secular variation curve and

was also found by other workers for this period of time (Chevallier,

1925; Aitkenetal., 1964; Watanabe, 1959; Griffiths, 1955) in other

parts of the world. Direct measurements in London since 1578
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Figure 15. Hypothetical secular variation curve of geomagnetic var-
iations resultingfrom a westward drift of the present
field.
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showed a range of declination of some 290.

±oloitions for Recent Investigations

Hospers (1955) lists several Recent paleomagnetic investigations

that have resulted in mean pole positions not statistically distinct

from the position of the geographical pole (or average field directions

not distinct from an axial dipole field direction).

Chevallier (1925)

Hospers (1953)

Bancroft (1951)

Johnson, etal. (1948)

394 B.C. toA.D. 1911

5000 B.C. to A.D. 0

A.D. OtoA.D. 1000

9-l5, 000 B.P.

Irving (1964) cites in addition to these:

Cook and Belshe'(1958)

Griffiths (1955)

A.D. 0 to A.D. 1600

1100 B.C. to A.D. 750

In this study the mean direction of nine flows, eight of which have

ages between 300and 385Oyears,was (3.8 +52.3; a95 = 7.3°). This

direction is statistically distinct from the axial geocentric dipole field

direction (0, + 62.9) for the area (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Stereographic projection showing mean direction and
circle of confidence for all flows.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paleomagnetic survey of nine Recent Cascade lavas was un-

dertaken to study secular variation of the Recent geomagnetic field.

Remanent magnetization was measured on a spinner-type magneto-

meter, Demagnetization experiments were conducted using a two axis

tumbler. Samples were found to possess few secondary components

but a rather large amount of scatter was sometimes present due to

rotations of lava blocks after cooling below the Curie temperature.

A secular variation curve drawn using mean directions for five

dated flows shows ranges for inclination and declination of 23° nd 20°

respectively. The curve agrees with data from Southwest United

States for the same period of time,

The mean direction for eight of nine flows is statistically dis-

tinct from the present field direction and from the axial dipole direc-

tion. Other workers throughout the world have found mean directions

in Recent rocks that were coincident with an axial dipole direction

within the limits of error. Extension of the present data to cover

Recent time more thoroughly (eight of nine flows studied were under

4000 years old) would probably result in a mean direction nearer an

axial dipole direction,

Secular variation in declination was found to be smaller than

that found in other parts of the world for the same period of time,
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although it agrees with data from Southwest United States. It is pos-

sible that an extension of the data to cover all Recent time might re-

veal a larger range of declination.

Methods of sampling were found to be important. Only themost

stable flow features gave minimum scatter in data. It is concluded

that the blocky and aa nature of the lavas gives rise to various move-

ments and rotations of lava blocks after they have cooled past the

Curie temperature.
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APPENDIX



Appendix Table 1. Flow-average directions of magnetization.

Flow Exit. I D TaveS.D... Exp. N R K A95 ASD Theta Phi

ClearLake OM* 51.9 1.6 1.00± 1.39, -2 14 13.797 64.0 9.8 10.1 78,1 295.4
Collier OM* 64.8 359.7 1.06± .61, -2 9 8.915 94.2 7.9 8.3 87.5 117.4
Fish Lake OM 51.4 8.3 8.07±5.82, -3 12 11.779 49.8 11.1 11.5 76.1 271.4
Little Belknap OM 46,3 354.8 8.85 ±8.65, -3 14 13.819 72.0 9.3 9.5 72.8 317.6
Little Nash OM* 53.5 5. 1 1. 29 ± . 79, -2 13 12. 719 42. 6 12. 1 12. 4 78. 9 279. 6
South Belknap (C) OM* 45. 1 3. 3 5. 48 ±1. 68, -3 3 2. 995 417. 0 3. 2 4. 0 72. 2 292. 1
South Belknap (F) OM* 45. 2 3.1 1,88 ±. 36, -2 3 2.995 408. 7 3. 3 4.0 72. 3 292.6
West Belknap OM 52,. 2 1.0 6. 56± 2. 67 -3 13 12. 925 160, 3 6. 2 6. 4 78. 4 297. 6
Yapoah OM* 61. 7 17, 9 1. 87 ±1. 04, -2 14 13. 822 73. 1 9. 2 9.5 77. 0 211. 7

Clear Lake 75 50. 8 1. 2 9. 28 ± . 10, -3 14 13. 826 74.5 9. 1 9. 4 77. 1 297. 4
Collier 200 63.1 358.0 5.69±3.65, -3 9 8.765 34.1 13.3 13.9 88.5 45.3
Fish Lake 200 45.8 1.9 5.94±8.82, -3 12 11.844 70.6 9. 3 9.6 72.8 296. 4
Little Belknap 200 45. 2 .1 5.70±4.33, -3 14 13. 839 80.8 8.7 9.0 72.5 301.5
Little Nash 200 47,9 8.7 5.94 ±4.87, -3 13 12.588 29. 1 14.7 15.0 73.1 275.0
South Belknap (C) 200 43. 0 1. 1 2. 00 ± .50, -3 3 2. 882 16. 9 16.5 19. 7 70. 8 298. 7
South Belknap (F) 200 42.2 1.2 1.14± .45, -2 3 2.986 148.1 5.5 6.7 70.1 298.6
WestBelknap 150* 49.5 3.0 3.54±1.79, -3 13 12.888 107.3 7.6 7,8 75.8 291.4
Yapoah 200 59. 7 19. 2 8.15 ±6. 10, -3 14 13. 724 47. 1 11.5 11.8 75.4 220. 0

Fish Lake OM* 49.9 4.2 7.89±5.95, -3 12 11.919 135.9 6,7 7.0 75.9 286.9
Little Belknap OM* 45.7 0.0 8. 14±8. 99, -3 14 13. 858 91.7 8.2 8.5 72.9 301.7

All Flows OM* 52.3 3.8 7.12± .10. -2 9 8.929 112.0 7.3 7.7 78.2 286.3

Expt., intensity of demagnetizing field or 0. M. -original magnetization R, vector sum of N unit vectors
I, inclination of flow mean direction K, intraflow precision parameter (Fisher, 1953)
D, declination of flow mean direction A95 radius of 959 confidence interval about direction
Jave, intensity of magnetization (emu/cc) of R
S.D., standard deviation ASD, angular standard deviation of specimen directions
Exp., exponent Theta, latitude of virtual geomagnetic pole
N, number of separately oriented samples Phi, longitude of virtual geomagnetic pole

*, used for geomagnetic field representation




